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As noted in the Report, the above provisions have been agreed to by i
i

both delegations. While we are not entirely pleased with each and

• every provision of the proposed compact, we know that niether is the .,_

.. United States; and it is said that when both 8ides have an agreement

with which they are not completely satisfied, then the agreement _s _ • i.

a good o_e; for if one side is pleased and the other is not, or if .._._
both sides are pl=a=ed, then one side has been either fooled or cheated_ ••_ :<"

- Also at Washington, the United Sates presented its proposals for .:

titles dealing with finance, trade and commerce, and immigration and
42

travel. There has been no agreement as yet on these titles, and the
L

}, "

Joint Committee notes that considerable negotiations will be required .::

before any of them can be rendered acceptable.• There are, in ':

addition, other titles which have not yet received even preliminary con--

sideratlon by the Joint drafting committee. These will remain for

" subsequent rounds of negotiation.-

__ '.
The time thus comes to answer a question which i raised above: _

Whether the JointCo_ittee ,can recommend these portions of the Draft

" Compact to the Congress of Micronesla. The ansx._er,as our Report

' " indicates, is yes. We recognize that we could not hope to come out of these

negotiations with a Compact that satisfied our every dream and desire.

We also recognize that there are minimums beyond which we cannot make

concessions. W_ are certain that the same is true for the United
- - - L

States delegation. We feel, however;,that the Partial Draft Compact

which is before you today represents, in its entirety, an agreement --=_

which meets and exceeds all.of our minimum requirements, if not our
•J . .

• , : ...
, .,. .

every desire. - '. ..+
• D ",'" '
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We urge _ft_ Congress to consider the Draft Compact in this light; i

to evaluate it as a whole; to object to specific provisions, if it feels

A" " "

the need to do so, but to recognize that each and every word of every

provision was bargained for carefully by both sides in these negotiations,

and represents an agreement not only in Itself, bu also a part of the larger .

agreement on the entire partial draft compact. :i
- °i, .°

i.
Finally, we note, Mr. President, that this Compact and each and every ....

' . .IL
provision thereof will be under constant scrutiny and review by both sides, . ....

g

and that agreement on provisions which are before you today may very well ,i_,. :
L

depend on the provisions of other titles not yet negotiated which may be

agreed upon. We are mindful of our mandate, and will continue to

safeguard the best interests of the people of Micronesia to the limits ......

of our ability. .::

We note also that the Joint Committee will shortly begin a sixth :'

• , {

round of negotiations, at Hawaii, beginning at the endof September. By • _

the opening of the fifth Congress of Micronesia, we fully expect that we _6_. ._

will have a full Draft Compact for tragsmittal to the Congress, hopefully ' ._ .....

together with a number of the auxiliary documents which must accompany the _-*g_°'5_--i:".

complete Compact package ........... ..-:_,

Mr. President, We hope that the Congress will consider these reports :.\>

most careful_y during the coming days of this Special Session. In a sense, "'"f

.[
the Draft Compact which we have partially negotiated is the resolution of .

"i

our struggle. It is the future of Micronesia, and It is, we believe , a

future which can be recommended to the Congress and, ultimately, to the _]._:i:% ."

"t,

people of our nations. ' _

. ",[.

Thank you, Mr. President. _:


